
POSITION DESCRIPTION FOR 

NON-EXEMPT EMPLOYEES   Virginia Eagle Distributing 

Company 

 
X OPEN POSITION  DATE: 9/26/2011  HR STATUS:  LOCATION 
 REVISED POSITION    Full Time  NOVA 

 
POSITION TITLE: REPORTS TO: SHIFT / SCHEDULE: 
RELIEF SALES Service Manager/Team Leader  
DEPARTMENT:  DAYS OF WEEK: 

Sales  Monday-Saturday 

A. PURPOSE 
KEY OBJECTIVE OF THIS POSITION: 
 

 

 

 

Lead our route delivery team as the qualified relief for both delivering and selling accounts on assigned route and on an 

assigned schedule.  Ensures effective merchandising/rotation of all products in accordance with Virginia Eagle Distributing 

Company policies and standards.  The Team Leader or Service Manager  is responsible for the performance appraisal of this 

position.   

B. ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE JOB 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Company reserves the right to add or delete specific duties and responsibilities from this position as external or internal 

considerations may require as well as various other duties as assigned.  The following duties and responsibilities are 

representative of those required by this position and are not meant to be all inclusive: 

 

1.  Ability to multi task between many different jobs within the company. 

2.  Ensure all VED products are stocked/placed to standard. 

 Product on shelf 

 Displays/Backroom 

 All products stocked to avoid “out of stocks” 

 Back room pallets and racks are consolidated 

3.  Execute VED Rotation Policy criteria at all accounts completing assigned “Rotation Documentation” forms where 

applicable.  Execute rotation with the front to back method for all products in backrooms, on displays, warm/cold shelves, 

and single serve shelves/ice downs at all accounts.  Should “out of code” product be identified, immediately pull from 

consumer sales area and notify respective Team Leader. 

4.  Immediately inform Sales Rep of product out of stock within assigned accounts. 

5.  Assists the Sales Representative in attaining route sales goals by providing qualified relief.  

6.  Execute all account work orders and return documentation to Sales Rep prior to the end of the day 

7.  Execute delivery of products as specified on sales tickets.  Lead by example to insure development of driver assistant. 

Coach, train and provide delegated tasks in a positive manner as to ensure a “Team Work” atmosphere.  Maximize route 

team personal growth. 

8.  Develop and maintain a complete working knowledge of all VED Impact Excellence Standards as applicable to your 

respective department assignment.  

9.  Lead route delivery team in ensuring VED Impact Standards are achieved at all assigned accounts.  I.e. Shelf Space, 

Displays, P.O.S., Pricing etc. Immediately inform sales rep of Non-Impact Standard situations within assigned accounts. 

10. Establishes and maintains good customer relations by ensuring cooperage/pallets are picked up, shelves are left orderly, 

deliveries are made as scheduled, etc. 

11. Report all product refusals to Sales Rep before the end of the business day.  In addition inform Sales Rep of account 

opportunities, competitive situations and other pertinent issues within assigned accounts before the end of the business day 

as well. 

12. Merchandise accounts for routes as needed. 

13. Attend in a timely manner all required Sales Meetings.  

14. Aggressively pursues VED career growth education opportunities as set by the Business Development Manager. 

15. Adhere to all applicable VED and Anheuser-Busch policies and standards. 

16. Insures Assistant Driver Salesman (given applicable) assists in backing up the truck by positioning himself/herself behind 

the truck and directs backing to ensure avoidance of all obstacles and to ensure safe operation.  

17. Remains with the truck in the event of a mechanical failure or breakdown. 

18. Strictly adheres to the dress code policy including wearing the required uniform shoes or boots and shaving on a daily basis 



(for male employees) to ensure a positive Company image at all times. 

19. Adheres to strict safe working practices, VED Safety Guidelines, rules, regulations, corrects obvious hazards immediately 

or reports to supervisor if not immediately correctable. 

20. Performs pre-trip inspection on route truck prior to leaving Company property every work day morning and completes and 

submits Driver Vehicle Inspection Report prior to leaving Company property at the end of every work day. 

21. Turns off motor, rolls up windows, sets brakes, removes keys, locks tractor and trailer doors (if applicable) and set alarm (if 

applicable) every time the tractor and trailer are left unattended. 

22. As required by the ABC, collects cash or checks for the entire amount of the sale immediately upon completing the sale.  

EFT/Pre-pay company procedures to be followed given applicable.  

23. Delivers to every account on its scheduled basis or as display and promotional needs require or notifies supervisor if 

account cannot be made.  The appropriate supervisor must authorize changes in delivery schedule. 

24. Notifies Area Manager and Sales Rep of any changes with an accounts scheduled hours to ensure the route is productively 

scheduled. 

25. Follows all warehouse/operations procedures in completing all checkout/check in duties.  

26. Follows all Accounting department check out / check in procedures including making a bank deposit as necessary.  

27. Performs hot shots and merchandising as requested by Service Manager.  

28. Adheres to strict safe working practices, VED Safety Guidelines, rules, regulations, corrects obvious hazards immediately 

or reports to supervisor if not immediately correctable.  

29. Adhere to and enforce all applicable VED and Anheuser-Busch and ABC policies and standards. 

      

  

 

C. NON-ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS OF THE JOB 
  

 

D. MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 
 1. Must be able to perform the essential functions of the job. 

2. Must have the ability to safely drive various vehicles.  Must have a valid Virginia Driver’s License and be able to operate a 

commercial motor vehicle weighing 26, 001 pounds or more with a safe driving record (no more than 2 moving violations 

in 1 year, no more than 3 violations on entire record, no major offense such as DWI or hit and run).  Must maintain 

insurability to operate a motor vehicle.  Must remain Department of Transportation “qualified” to operate a commercial 

motor vehicle.  The Driver must be certified to drive the appropriate classification of route truck (either bay truck certified 

or bulk truck certified depending on the route). 

3. Must be able to lift and carry, including overhead lifting, 15-40 pounds or more on a repetitive basis 

      during a 10 to 15 hour day with frequent bending, stooping, standing, kneeling, reaching, pushing,     

      pulling and sitting. 

4. Must be able to push and pull a 2-wheel dolly on a regular basis. 

5. Must be able to unload package beer from truck to account.  Package beer weighing 15 lbs. to 40 lbs. per case.   Must be 

able to pull product up curbs and stairs to deliver.  Ability to perform heavy manual tasks under varying weather and/or 

temperature conditions. 

6. Must have the ability to perform heavy manual tasks under varying weather and/or temperature conditions. 

7. Must have the ability to communicate, utilizing the English language in verbal and written form. 

8. Must be able to use basic math skills including addition, subtraction, multiplication and division to balance all monetary 

transactions as necessary. 

9. Must not have a criminal history with a felony conviction or plea of no contest to a felony, or  

       conviction of a misdemeanor resulting in imprisonment or a fine over $500 in the past 7 years. 

 

E. ENVIRONMENT 
 Outside office environment.   

 

 

F. SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY 
 None 

 

 

This job will be posted until 10/7/11.  


